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INTRODUCTION: 

 
In Vietnam your work will be at a different location each day. The facilities at each 
location will vary and are not purpose built for dentistry. Therefore, you need to adjust 
your expectations and be flexible and adaptable to different circumstances. 
 
We expect clinicians to practise according to the same Government and Dental Board 
rules and standards they work under in Australia.   
 
We practise Universal Precautions. Volunteers must apply fundamental principles of 
cross infection at all times for all patients. (Refer information end of document). 
Keep eyes open to ensure good infection control and correct any inadequate practices. 
As required, demonstrate ‘swabbing technique’ and explain ‘clean and dirty’ to 
inexperienced dental assistant helpers. 
 
At our work sites in Vietnam, we usually don’t have running water for hand washing. 
Instead, we use antiseptic hand gel.  
 
It’s imperative that you’re mindful of hand hygiene. Thorough and proper HAND 
HYGIENE is the single most effective way to prevent cross infection. 
 
At all times, keep up-to-date with information on infection control obligations under 
national law from the Dental Board of Australia. 
http://www.ada.org.au/Professional-‐Information/Publications/Infection-‐Control/Guidelines-‐
on-‐Infection-‐Control 
 
We also expect a level of personal honesty and integrity from our volunteer clinicians as 
you are representing CHAT and all we stand for during your week of work. 
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AIMS:  

 
• To visit places such as orphanages, other institutions, community health centres 

and schools to provide dental services to poor and needy children and their 
carers. 
 

• To take enough health care volunteers to provide some definitive treatment on 
patients. 

 
o Determine their dental health need. 
o Provide dental treatment which can be completed in one session. 
o Set in place a preventive dental program:  

Education: Provide free toothbrush and toothpaste and DHE instruction sheet 
(included in bag). 
Give oral health instruction (OHI) to patients, with emphasis on 
patients with high plaque score.  Use disclosing solution/tablets 
when giving OHI before chairside; using child’s new toothbrush 
(from their gift bag) to demonstrate a technique to effectively 
remove plaque. 
*Provide OHI/DHE information to Heads/Managers and others in 
authority/leadership roles at places visited, supply applicable 
handouts and importantly, motivate these persons to participate 
with regular, on-going OHI/DHE with children, parents, carers and 
other locals after CHAT leaves.  
*Trip Leader to delegate this task to final year dental students on 
the team, who will provide at least ½ hour at each place visited 
and include as many persons as possible in leadership roles. 

      
Fluoridation: Check local water supply if not from Ho Chi Minh City. Collect 

water in a small container. Label it. Bring back to Perth (in 
checked-in luggage), for analysis by the Chemistry Centre (WA). 
Check how much fluoridated toothpaste children are putting on 
their toothbrush. 

o Keep records and obtain information to prepare a plan for future visits. 
o Support Final Year Dental Students doing their elective program.  

This has been approved by the West Australian and LaTrobe Schools of Dentistry.            
Ask dental students if they’re having any problems and suggest solution(s) 
Answer their questions or refer them to someone to answer if necessary.  
Watch them carrying out a procedure rather than taking over (keeping in mind 
patient’s needs). 
Invite them to see any unusual cases or watch you treating an unusual case. 

o  A doctor joins the team. Feel free to ask their advice about medical problems. 
o All people seeking treatment can’t always be seen due to lack of time and fatigue of 

clinicians. You should be aware of this. We simply do our best! 
 
PEOPLE TREATED at Orphanages, Institutions, Community Health Centres 
& Schools (in order of priority): 
 
First priority is the treat patients in pain. 
 
o Orphaned children, 
o Poor children who cannot afford the school dentist, 
o Children of Carers 
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o Seniors, 
o Carers, Nuns, Monks. 
 
Avoid treating well dressed patients with jewellery if you think they may be people 
walking past looking for cheap dentistry from overseas trained people. 
 
TREATMENT REQUIRED: 
 
Almost all the children need dental treatment of some kind. 
 
Main problems in young children:  

§ Poor plaque control 
§ Tooth decay 
§ Dental abscesses 
§ Orthodontic problems: Mesiodens and buccal canines 
§  

Main problems for teenagers add: 
§ Gingival and Periodontal disease 
§ Fractured teeth 
§ Non-vital teeth 

 
TREATMENT TO BE CARRIED OUT (in order of priority): 
 
After Oral Health Instruction, plaque disclosing agent, understanding plaque, TBI & diet 
instruction -  
 
Initial dental examination by Triage dentist, if available. 
 
Medical examination and brief medical history by doctor – checking for murmurs which 
will need antibiotic prophylaxis and who will also check if patient is on any medication, 
take blood pressure of all patients over 50 years old or who look over 50. 
 
The first priority is to treat pain. 
 

o Extractions, drainage of abscesses. Consider the need for antibiotics. 
o Restorations and ‘caries controls’. 
o Gingival & periodontal disease.  
o Removal of calculus.  
o Fissure sealants. 

 
IMPORTANT NOTES: 
 
o Dress: Three (light blue colored) polo shirts with the CHAT symbol embroidered are 

supplied to each person. It looks professional if we all wear them. Bottoms (trousers, 
shorts, skirts) to be no shorter than just above knee length.  Wear comfortable, 
supportive shoes that protect your feet. 

o Bring: 
ü Gloves: Take 3-4 boxes of gloves to use. If your hands perspire, take a size larger 

than you normally use in Australia. 
ü If you have latex allergy, make sure you pack appropriate gloves 
ü Head light: Take your own head light. Preferably loupes/loupes light, if you have 

one. It’s easier to use than have someone shine a torch in the patient’s mouth for 
you. 

ü Masks: BYO ‘ear-loop’ masks.  
ü Burs: 6 high speed burs and 1 packet each of round slow speed burs, sizes 6 
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– 10, single use. 
 

ü Antiseptic hand gel: Take a bottle (375ml or 500ml), to use in the clinic, before 
eating, etc. (for when there’s no running water for hand washing at places we work). 

ü Antibacterial wipes: 1 x container would be appreciated. 
ü Protective Glasses: Bring your own. 
ü Donated samples of adult strength toothpaste – 1-2 boxes 
ü Donated toothbrushes, can be sourced from your hotel bathroom! 
ü BYO Superfloss 
 
NOTE: Further to above, include a small backpack and/or overnight type bag into which 
you need to pack your personal items and few clothes for the week away from 
HCMC(you can rinse clothes overnight).  Plus bumbag to wear for valuables you may 
pack during the day. 
Your suitcase luggage can’t fit on the bus and will need to remain in safe-keeping at 
CHAT HQ until return there on Friday night. 
 
BEFORE YOU GO: 
 
ü Handpieces: 

CHAT has adequate supplies of ‘non fibre optic’ high speed handpieces and slow 
speed handpieces.  
You may choose to bring your own fibre optic handpieces on loan – recommend 3 
handpieces and 1 coupling and 2 spare globes. Mark these so they can be easily 
identified for return to you at the end of your work with CHAT. 
You may be asked to carry handpieces into Vietnam on behalf of the Leader.  Please 
pack them in your main luggage, not cabin baggage, and hand to your Leader on 
your first day at CHAT HQ. 
 

ü Local Anaesthetic available is: 
§ Lignocaine with adrenaline (Lignospan Special), 
§ Articaine with adrenaline (Septanest), 
§ Mepivacaine 3% (Scandonest), 

Citanest 3% with octapressin. 
 

o Restorative materials available:  
§ amalgam;  
§ GIC (Fuji or RIVA) 
§ plus if donated - Ketac Fil, Ketac Molar & Photac,  
§ and various shades of flowable composite syringes 
§ plus composite capsules, if donated. 

 
o RIVA Star - 2 part kit - contains capsules topical silver fluoride and potassium iodine 

for clinicians wanting to use this for arresting carious enamel and dentine lesions. 
 

o Endodontic Kit – is available for clinicians wanting to do ‘one shot’ endo. If you use 
any contents from the kit, please inform the Head Dental Assistant to re-order for 
next trip. 
 

o 2 x Adec dental units – use NSK handpieces (both units have 1 hose fitted for fibre 
optic use – 6 holes); 1 x Summit Dental unit - uses Kavo handpieces, 1 x DSI 
alternative dental unit – uses NSK handpieces. 
 

o 3 x TCM endo electric motor units. 
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o Suction units, ultra sonic scaler, UV curing light/s and amalgamator/s are available. 
 

o Portable X-ray unit and scanner - with computer (laptop) for sole use with the 
scanner. 
 

o A good range of general, restorative and exodontia instruments are available. 
 

o A good range of everyday/commonly used dental materials/supplies also available, 
including stainless steel crown kits. 
 

o FYI - The product DURAPHAT is not a CHAT stock item.  
GIC is used in place of Duraphat, in areas of demineralization and sensitivity.  
If a clinician wishes to use Duraphat, then BYO. 

 
o We probably don’t have everything you may want or usually use. But part of 

the experience of the trip is learning to be adaptable to what you find there. If 
you have any special preferences, please “Bring Your Own” on loan to CHAT. 
Mark these to be easily identified by you at the end of the trip. 
 

o Some materials are cheaper in Vietnam, some are unobtainable there 
 

If carrying CHAT supplies into Vietnam it’s recommended you carry a copy of the CHAT 
Charitables Collections Licence and Letter of Agreement/Contract to Work in South 
Vietnam. (Both are attached to the end of our website document ‘Your Vietnam 
Adventure’ and can be printed/downloaded to take with you). This may make the 
situation easier if queried by airport customs. 

 
CHAT is always willing to accept donations of restorative filling materials (e.g. amalgam, 
GIC - ‘regular set’ preferred, lining materials etch, bond), local anaesthetic, dental 
dressings (e.g. CWR, gauze), resorbable suture material.  

 
If you’re considering doing any research projects on the trip, check with the Team Leader 
to see if they think you’ll have time to do so and will there be a spare interpreter to assist 
you?   
 
Your first priority is providing dental services to the poor and needy children and their 
carers. 
 
A computer is not available to CHAT in Vietnam therefore bring your own if your wish to 
record onto computer any data and/or other information.  PC and mobile phones for use 
at your work station may be too hard, due to possible lack of mains power and for 
reasons of security – you need to keep an eye on all valuables at all times. 
 
Please ensure your are able to pronounce basic dental instructions in Vietnamese.  
There is an audio on our website: chatinc.org.au 

 
ARRIVAL - CHAT HQ 
 
o Clinicians familiarize with ALL dental equipment, including the x-ray unit.  

o Check ALL is in good repair and working order in readiness for the trip. - includes 
dental units, foot controls, slow speed motors, suction units, amalgamators, curing 
lights, ultra-sonic scaler and xray unit. 

o Read and understand equipment instruction sheets, which should be found attached 
to respective equipment, such as dental units, suction units and xray unit. 
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o If you have any suggestions to improve our instructions then please advise trip 
Leader. 

o Assist with other jobs delegated by Leader. 
 

ARRIVAL AT WORK PLACE 
 
o Assist with carrying dental gear from the bus to the work area.  

 
o Do not leave any valuable personal items on the bus - to avoid any risk of these 

being stolen. 
 

o Assist with placing benches/tables into location. (Patients are treated lying down, 
unless you request otherwise i.e. prefer to have them seated on a chair or stool).  

 
o Clinicians set up their work area – i.e. equipment - dental unit/handpieces/ foot 

control/air motor/suction unit/etc.  
 

o Dental assistants set up patient benches (or chair for patient if you prefer), work side 
tables and tables for instruments and materials/items, including prior 
decontamination of work area surfaces and draping tables/benches with plastic 
sheeting. 
 

 

 

 
 
Discuss as a group (usually decided/designated by Team Leader), how the clinic will 
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work and which area you’ll be working in: 
 
 

• Will a dentist be allocated to Triage? 
   ->If yes, children first line up to see the dentist at Triage, then doctor.  
   ->If no, children line up to be first seen by the doctor. 

                        ->Then children wait to see a dental clinician. 
• Will dental clinicians decide to do treatments as required for next child in line 

OR will clinicians work in specific areas?  
 e.g.- 

  - Minor Oral Surgery - extractions, removal of tooth roots, drain abscesses 
  - Cons.- restorations, fissure sealants, periodontal treatment, simple 

extractions. 
• Where will final year dental students work; what they will do? 

 
WORK AREAS: 
 
TRIAGE 
 
o Triage may or may not be used.  
o If so:- 

The dentist working in this area will select a suitable area to work and set up the 
Triage area (2 chairs required - one for dentist, one for patient), plus a work side 
table. Be sure the area is undercover or under shade and away from the dental clinic 
area. 
An interpreter will work with you. The interpreter will write out a Patient Record Card 
for each person lined up at Triage.  
Only patients with a Patient Record Card are to be seen and onto their card  the 
dentist records treatment to be done. 
 

o Priority for: 
§ Emergencies and pain management from acute or chronic infections 

  
o After Triage, children/others line up to see the doctor, then dental clinicians. 

 
o Patients usually wait sitting on stools or benches - whatever is available. 
 
o Each patient holds onto their own Patient Record Card to pass onto the dental 

clinician, who needs to check the Patient Record Card matches the patient. 
 

o Ideally patients should receive TBI/DHE before waiting to see the dental clinician. 
 
o Any child requiring dental treatment is given a gift bag and soft toy by the Triage 

dentist, after treatment is finished. 
 

DENTAL CLINIC 
 
Minor Oral Surgery.  
o Extractions and/or drainage of abscesses. 

If outside your comfort zone of difficulty, please pass the patient on to someone else.  
Once teeth have been extracted – teeth, spit, paper and gauze go into a plastic lined 
waste bin. 
At discretion of clinician for each patient following a tooth extraction:- ask an 
interpreter to provide instructions on post operative care and hand out a Vietnamese 
written post-op instruction sheet.  
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Ask patients under 12 years of age and those who are elderly and dependant to hand 
the instruction sheet to their parent, carer or teacher.  
If antibiotic is prescribed, first dose should be given on site, either by dentist or 
doctor, before the patient leaves the clinic, so that any immediate effects can be 
monitored or handled at the time. 
 

Restorative Treatment. 
o Restorations and caries controls using amalgam, GIC (Fuji, RIVA, Ketac, Photac) 

and/or composite. 
The high temperatures experienced in our Vietnam working environment cause most 
restorative materials to set too quickly, so we use amalgam, wherever possible. 
Try reducing GIC mixing time by 2 seconds if required or placing foil package on ice. 
NOTE: Sometimes equipment will need to be shared between operators, so be 
prepared and have patience should this occur. 
 

Priorities. 
o Emergency and pain management from acute or chronic infections 
o Permanent dentition - usually permanent anteriors and lower 6's (generally will tend 

to do lots of fillings on upper and lower 6's if there is decay present and no infection 
in other teeth). If there is deep decay in 6's and tooth requires extraction then extract 
tooth especially prior to 7's erupting through. 

o Primary dentition - Ensure you check exfoliation times for age group. If there is a 
child with rampant caries in primary dentition and no signs of infection leave the teeth 
because you wouldn't know which tooth to start with. Leave the teeth for space 
maintenance if no infection. 
 

COMPLETION OF TREATMENT – ALL PATIENTS 
 
o Impress on patients to avoid biting the numb areas. 
 
o Record treatment onto the Patient Record Card and keep for collection (by Doctor) 

during or at end of the day. 
 

o Each child is given a soft toy, sometimes in a gift bag. They will already have a 
toothbrush and toothpaste, DHE instruction sheet and General Health information 
pamphlet from their Oral Health Instruction session. 

 
AT END OF DAY. 
 
o Clinicians pack up dental equipment then help others with packing up.  

It’s always a team effort. 
 

o Repack instruments and materials in a clean state into the correct   
numbered/labelled box.  
 

o Resist rushing and putting items into any box where there’s space for the item 
to fit. 
 

o Help dental assistants/helpers with cleaning suction units, if time permits – see 
instructions adhered to suction unit. 
 

o Ensure the safe disposal of sharps, waste amalgam and any bloodied refuse. 
 

o Empty clinic rubbish bins and ensure bags are tied up ready for disposal. 
Recommend to Head/Manager at work location to incinerate or take to nearest 
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hospital for safe disposal. 
 

o Make sure the clinic work area is left clean and tidy.  
 

o Place furniture as it was on arrival. 

GENERAL 

§ All non-disposable items/instruments (including handpieces) are autoclaved after 
each use –  

§ with 1 exception i.e. DO NOT autoclave GIC Guns as these are damaged by 
autoclaving. This item is decontaminated after each use by wiping over with 
disinfectant solution (Cavicide or equivalent). 

§ Vaseline is used by CHAT to cover GIC and fluoride applications. 

§ Instead of curing light covers which come in different sizes, Cavicide can be 
swabbed over for decontamination. 

§ Ensure gauze is used only for clinical procedures i.e. extractions/other clinical 
work – and not used when tissues, paper towels or the like should be used. 

§ When a patient has head lice, take the extra precaution of having the patient 
wear a disposable plastic shower cap. 

§ When children are un-cooperative and/or extremely distressed – consult with 
Leader whether to continue treatment. 

§ DO NOT throw out any blunt/broken/damaged instruments/equipment – give to 
trip Leader or Head Dental Assistant for return to CHATin Perth for repair or 
purchase of replacement. 

§ Discard rusty burs. 

§ Utilise any free time to teach TBI and DHE to children, carers, parents, teachers, 
etc. 

§ If a patient is under 12 years of age, elderly or dependent, give instructions to 
their parent/guardian, teacher or carer. 

§ Pulse oximeters are available at the doctor’s station.  Please return them after 
use as they are small enough to lose and too expensive to replace. 

	  
AT END OF WORKING WEEK 
 
IMPORTANT: Flush out ALL residual water from dental unit hoses i.e. empty water 
bottle and run handpieces with NO WATER for 20 seconds. 
 
Retrieve any instruments/equipment which you brought on loan to CHAT. 
 
Wait for all sterilisation to be completed. DEFINITELY NO DIRTY INSTRUMENTS 
CARRIED OVER TO NEXT TRIP.  
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AT END OF TRIP - CHAT HQ 
 

• Clinicians check equipment is clean and ready for next trip.  
• Repair if required/if possible. Otherwise report to Leader the 

repair/maintenance required.  
• Any damaged or broken equipment/equipment part or instrument/items 

MUST NOT be thrown out. Rather give these to the Leader for return to 
Perth. 

• NOTE: The manifold of each suction unit requires removal, cleaning and 
replacing as part of the end of trip routine maintenance. 

• Assist with other jobs as delegated by the Leader or Head Dental Assistant. 
• All handpieces, adaptors (couplings) and air motors are given to/collected by 

the Leader for return to Perth for routine maintenance between trips. 
• Leave CHAT HQ in a neat and orderly manner. 
• Hand to Leader your completed Evaluation Form. 
• Hand in unwanted CHAT polo shirts for laundering and re-issue. It’s your 

prerogative to keep these if you wish. Please discard stained/damaged 
shirts.  

 
MORE GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
The CHAT X-ray unit meets the health & safety regulations as laid down in USA and in 
NSW. It uses very short exposure times and no extra protection is necessary. A lead 
apron is in storage at CHAT HQ and any dentist who wishes to use it can arrange its 
transport on the bus. It’s expected that X-rays would be taken away from where other 
children are being treated. 

Bilateral inferior alveolar nerve blocks should be avoided. So treat everything on that 
lower quadrant and anything on the opposite side that does not need LA or can be 
treated with infiltration. 
 
Clinicians need to be aware of the anatomical variations in teeth they may encounter in 
Vietnam. First permanent mandibular molars with three roots can be more prevalent by a 
factor of up to 30%.The two distal roots tend to be more conical and divergent. This 
variation may lead to more difficulty when extracting, and in young patients with light 
bone and soft tissue structures, there is a real potential for trauma to the T.M.J.  
It is therefore suggested that a rubber bite block be placed on the opposing side and the 
mandible be very well supported. If root division is contemplated to reduce the trauma, 
then a P.A. radiograph is recommended before sectioning.  
 
Consult with doctor if thinking about stronger analgesia than paracetamol. Ibuprofen is 
available only if donated and as back up to paracetamol. 
 
The amount of antibiotics prescribed for a patient is a decision by doctor & dentist on a 
case by case basis. The current therapeutic guidelines recommend 5 days treatment but 
may not be necessary in all cases. The first dose of antibiotics should be given on site, 
before leaving the clinic for home, so that any immediate side effect can be monitored 
and handled at the time. 
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EMERGENCY instruments – i.e. Guedel airways, Epipens, laryngoscopes, pulse 
oximeters and Magill forceps are available from the Doctor’s area. Make sure you know 
where these are kept and how to use them. 
 
 
It’s advisable to be familiar with these instruction sheets.  
 
CPR Resuscitation Chart 
Sharps/Splashes Injury Protocol 
Epipen Instructions 
Anaphylaxis Flowchart 
Emergency/Important Telephone Numbers 
Instructions for Universal Precautions 
Therapeutic Guidelines Handbook, Dental & Oral and  
Material Data Safety Sheets (Cavicide and Pulijet) are kept in the Medical Box no. 1 (on 
location with the doctor).  
 
Also have current CPR training (within 3 years) or update CPR. 
 
If you sustain a sharps injury, eye splash or other injury, inform the trip Leader and 
attend our doctor.  
 
Likewise, if you have abnormal/excessive exposure or contact with ‘Cavicide’ disinfectant 
solution - or ‘Pulijet’ dental evacuator disinfectant, inform the Leader and attend our 
CHAT doctor. 
 
CHAT IS GREATLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE SEEMINGLY LACK OF PROPER 
CARE OF OUR EQUIPMENT and the subsequent damage and inconvenience to CHAT 
and volunteers with considerable financial cost to CHAT.  If you break or lose equipment, 
you may be liable to pay for it – e.g. handpieces can run up to $1000 each. 
Please ensure the proper handling and operation and thorough daily and end of trip 
cleaning, care and maintenance of equipment. 
Keep equipment in upright position. Carry equipment on trolley from bus to work area 
and vice versa – don’t push and pull boxes on paths.  
 
DO NOT throw out items that are not properly working, such as syringes, blunt 
instruments, etc. Give these to the Leader for return to Perth for repair if possible or 
replacement. 

 
REFER TO ‘GUIDELINES FOR DENTAL ASSISTANTS’ FOR MORE DETAIL ON 
WORK AREA/SET UPS. 
 

CHAT WORK IS A TEAM EFFORT 
Take Rest Breaks   Drink Lots Of Water   Have Lots Of Fun. 

 
 
PATIENT RECORD CARD SYSTEM 
 
Only patients with a Patient Record Card are to be examined and treated. 
 
Each Patient Record Card must show the month and year of the CHAT trip, together with 
the continuous (no repeats) numbering of each patient seen - beginning to end of trip.  
Example: first patient for July CHAT trip 2015, has their Patient Record Card numbered 
as 0715_1 and so on, until last patient on last day of trip e.g. 0715_478. 
The number should be recorded on the top RHS corner of each card.  
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Usually this would be done by an interpreter who writes up a card (name, age and 
number) for each patient.  
The numbering of each card is important, as it correlates with our X-ray system for 
patients. 
 
The clinician is required to write onto the Patient Record Card a brief record of treatment 
undertaken, including the amount of LA administered and any medications given. The 
clinician signs alongside their treatment undertaken, using their signature or initials.  
Dental charting is NOT required. 
 
The CHAT Patient Record Card system is used as follows:- 
 
1) Each child lined up for dental Triage has a card written out for them by our interpreter, 
who then hands the card to the respective child to hand onto doctor Triage. 
  
2) After examination their notation/signature is recorded, and the doctor returns the card 
to the child who then waits to see the dental operator. 
 
3) The child hands their card to the operator when called for their dental examination and 
treatment. 
 
4) The operator records completed treatment onto the child’s card and signs alongside 
using signature or initials. Dental charting is NOT required. 
 
5) The card is put aside for collection/stats/filing (undertaken by doctor) at the end of the 
day.  
 
At CHAT HQ at end of trip 
 
Patient Record Cards are filed in trip order and in order of each institution/centre visited 
i.e. a 5 day CHAT trip would have 5 different institutions/centres visited. 
 
A blank Patient Record Card is placed in front of the cards for each place visited during 
the week and onto the front of this blank card is recorded the date of visit, the name, 
address, province and telephone number of each institution/centre. On the reverse side, 
the full name and initials of the medical doctor and each dental operator is recorded.   
 
Cards are bundled together with rubber band for each day/each trip. At end of trip, these 
are stored in a storage box kept in the 1st floor store room at CHAT HQ. 
A storage box is allocated for each year (2011 onwards). 
 
NOTE: The medical doctor is delegated (on their list of duties) to attend to data, filing 
and storage of Patient Record Cards. 
 
Retention of Patient Record Cards:-  

Children to 25 years of age.  Adults (18 years and older) for 7 years after last 
treatment. 
 
Sample Patient Record Card: 
 
next page 
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Sample Record Card 
 
 

 
DENTAL UNITS - INSTRUCTIONS 
 
                              D1 & D2 /ADEC (in black carry box) 
 
1. Assemble tripod with unit sitting on top, make sure the unit is screwed into the tripod. 
2. Fill water container with distilled water (use bottled water if necessary) and check 
waterlines are clear.  
3. Ensure the correct couplings are placed on high and slow speed lines (high speed will 
emit water when foot pedal is used). 
4. Make sure the correct handpiece is in use - the handpiece not in use MUST be firmly 
placed in its holster. 
5. Check couplings are connected tightly to the corresponding handpiece.  
6. This unit uses NSK handpieces & couplings. 
 
                                   D3 (in silver carry box) 
 
1. Make sure the box stands upright when in use. 
2. Fill water container with distilled water (use bottled water if necessary) and ensure 
container is tightly screwed into the attachment. 
3. Check waterlines are clear. 

NAME (Tên): ADDRESS (Địa Chỉ)  or  CENTRE of CARE 
(Trung tâm Khám): 

 MALE (Nam) /   
 FEMALE (Nữ) 
 AGE (Tuổi): 

DATE (Ngày):   PATIENT # : 
 

	  

MEDICAL EXAMINATION / HISTORY: 
Please circle where appropriate.       COMMENTS: 
Weight: 	     
Temperature:     
General: NAD   
E.N.T: NAD   
Chest: CLEAR   

DENTAL EXAMINATION : Heart/Murmurs: WNL   
Emergency/Pain     Allergies: NIL   
     CONS      MEDICATIONS: 
      EXO      Existing:   
     Other     Rx today:   
 DHE Given =     FIT FOR DENTAL TX:     Yes         No 
	  TREATMENT GIVEN: (include LA administered).                      	  
	   Doctor’s Signature: 
 
 
 
  Dental Clinician’s Signature: 
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4. Ensure correct couplings are placed on high and slow speed lines (high speed will emit 
water when foot pedal is used). 
5. Check couplings are connected tightly to the corresponding handpiece.  
6. Note: when shifting from high speed to slow speed there is a switch that needs to be 
flicked from 1 to 2. i.e. the alternative handpiece will not work until the switch is flicked 
over. 
7. This unit uses NSK handpieces & couplings. 

                         
D4 / SUMMIT - ‘cart style’ (in black carry box) 

 
1. Assemble unit (leg shaft).  
2.  Fill water container with distilled water (use bottled water if necessary) and check 

waterlines are clear. 
3.  Ensure the correct couplings are placed on the high and slow speed lines (high speed 

will emit water when foot pedal is used). 
4.  Make sure correct handpiece is in use - the handpiece not in use MUST be firmly 

placed in its holster. 
5.  Check couplings are connected tightly to the corresponding handpiece.  
6. This unit uses KAVO handpieces and couplings. 
 
UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS 
 
Universal precautions apply for ALL patients. Unidentified disease carrier patients may 
present for treatment at anytime. EVERY patient is considered a potential source of 
infection. Volunteers must apply fundamental principles of cross infection at all times for 
all patients. 
 
ln Vietnam be mindful of the following:- 
 

• Effective hand-hygiene at all times (use anti-bacterial hand gel). 
 

• Wear protective clothing (gloves, masks, eye wear). 
 

• Operator only to recap needles, after use. 
 

• Use a yellow sharps container for all sharps (needles, burs, scalpel blades etc).  
Sharps containers must only be filled to 3/4 level. Arrange for disposal at local 
hospital/medical clinic – when ¾ filled or at end of trip. 
 

• Line rubbish bins (buckets) with plastic bin liners. Seal bin liners for disposal. 
Recommend to Head/Manager at work location to incinerate or take to nearest 
hospital for safe disposal. 
 

• Arrest all haemorrhage before dismissing the patient. When applicable, instruct 
patient to dispose of exo gauze into a plastic bag, and to wash their hands before 
and after handling gauze. 
 

• Clean up any blood/body fluid spillages with paper towelling. Cover/clean with a 
bleach disinfectant. 
 

• Use instrument trays (disposable plates) for all procedures. 
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• suction units after treatment involving blood, and at the end of each session. 
 

• Clean instruments/items thoroughly, to ensure effective sterilisation (frequently 
change water in cleaning bowl). Take care when handling instruments to avoid 
sharps injury. 
 

• Maintain 'clean' and 'dirty' areas, in both clinic and sterilising areas. 
• Autoclave (sterilise) all used instruments and items after each patient, or dispose, 

if applicable.  
 
• ltems damaged by autoclaving - GlC guns & rubber dappens are decontaminated 

by wiping with disinfectant, after use. 
 

• Undertake 'autoclave function testing' – each load. 
 

• Thoroughly decontaminate chairside work area, after each patient. 
CLEAN before DIRTY and HIGH before LOW. 
 

• Wash with detergent all work areas before setting up the clinic, and drape all 
clinical surfaces that can’t be properly cleaned after use e.g. such as wooden 
tables/benches. 

 
STAINLESS STEEL CROWNS  
 
If you don’t know how to use these, don’t follow these guidelines – 
 
INDICATIONS 
 
- non mobile tooth 
- not pulpally involved 
- no abscesses/sinuses 
- decay larger than MOD with undermined cavosurface line angles 
- for D's a child should be younger than 9 (developmentally) as exfoliation 9-11 
- for E's a child should be younger than 10 (developmentally) as exfoliation 10-12 
 
USAGE 
 
- clean bulk caries 
- choose an approximate crown 
- no trimming of margins, reduction of tooth or conditioning 
- cement with GIC 
- have child bite down on crown (if too high the bite will adjust) 
- consider crowning contralateral tooth 
 
 
 
Last updated November 2017 
 


